Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Origins: electron probe microanalysis with wavelength-dispersive spectrometry {#Sec2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Electron-excited X-ray spectrometry for the measurement Query of elemental composition on the microstructural scale has been an important part of the materials characterization arsenal since the invention of the electron probe microanalyzer (EPMA) in 1951 by Castaing \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. Castaing not only produced the first working EPMA instrument but he also established the framework for the fundamental measurement science of the technique, including the physical basis for a practical quantitative analysis method. For the first two decades of the EPMA technique, the diffraction-based wavelength-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (WDS) was the only practical way to measure the X-ray intensities. Castaing recognized that the complex dependence of the WDS efficiency on photon energy made it impractical to develop a quantification procedure that compared different elements measured at different photon energies. Besides the variable solid angle of the WDS that is dependent on photon energy, four or more diffractors with different d-spacings and scattering efficiencies are needed to satisfy Bragg's equation over the photon energy range of interest from 100 eV to 10 keV. To overcome this measurement dilemma, Castaing developed the "*k*-ratio" protocol based on measuring the characteristic X-ray intensity, I, for the *same element* in the unknown and in a standard of known composition:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ k = I_{\text{unknown}} /I_{\text{standard}}. $$\end{document}$$

The characteristic X-ray peak intensity is corrected for background and measured under identical conditions of beam energy, known dose, and detector efficiency for both unknown and standard. By measuring the same peak under identical conditions, the same efficiency value effectively appears in both the numerator and denominator of Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) as a multiplier of the intensity, and thus the efficiency quantitatively cancels in the *k*-ratio.

Castaing further described the basis for the physical calculations that are necessary to convert the suite of *k*-ratios into mass concentrations, which after substantial further contributions by numerous authors (see Ref. \[[@CR3]\] for Heinrich's detailed account of these developments) take the following form:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ C_{\text{i}} /C_{\text{std}} = k_{\text{i}} \;ZAFc, $$\end{document}$$where *C*~std~ is the mass concentration of the element of interest in the standard; and *Z*, *A*, *F*, and *c* are the "matrix correction factors" that calculate the compositionally dependent interelement effects of electron scattering and energy loss (*Z*), X-ray self-absorption within the specimen (*A*), and secondary X-ray emission following self-absorption of the electron-excited characteristic (*F*) and continuum (*c*) X-rays. Importantly for the Castaing standards-based *k*-ratio method, the standards required do not have to closely match the composition of the unknown, which is an enormous advantage when dealing with complicated multi-element unknowns. Suitable standards for the *k*-ratio measurements include pure elements (e.g., Al, Si, Cr, Fe, Ni, etc.), while stoichiometric compounds can be used for those elements that are not in solid form in a vacuum (e.g., MgO for O), that are highly reactive (e.g., KCl for K and Cl), that deteriorate under electron bombardment (e.g., FeS~2~ for S), or that have a low melting temperature (e.g., GaP for Ga and P).

The extremely sharp focal properties of the WDS forced EPMA analysts to develop procedures to establish and maintain the critical condition of identical detection efficiency when measuring the separate intensities for the unknown and standards required for Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) \[[@CR3]\]. To place the specimen reproducibly within the narrow spatial range, spanning a few micrometers, over which the WDS had constant X-ray transmission, a fixed-position optical microscope with a shallow depth of focus was incorporated into the EPMA at the coincident focal position for all spectrometers. The condition of the specimen surface was recognized to be another critical requirement \[[@CR4]\]. It came to be understood early in the development of EPMA that the specimen had to metallographically polished to a very high degree of surface finish, but not chemically etched. To create contrast in optical metallography, chemical etching typically produces topography through orientation-dependent etch rates in different grains and phases, but even fine-scale topography can influence measured X-ray intensities, especially for low-energy photons. Moreover, in some cases, chemical etching induces changes in the surface/near-surface composition, the principal region that is sampled by electron-excited X-rays, rendering the analytical results unrepresentative of the material being measured.

Throughout the development of quantitative electron-excited X-ray microanalysis, researchers rigorously tested the method by measuring as unknowns carefully selected multi-element materials whose microscopic homogeneity could be first confirmed by EPMA and whose overall composition was measured by independent chemical analysis. The distribution of measured relative errors, defined as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {\text{Relative}}\;{\text{error}} = \left[ {\left( {{\text{Measured}}\;{\text{concentration}}{-}{\text{Reference}}} \right)/{\text{Reference}}} \right] \times 100\,\%, $$\end{document}$$as determined by a mature version of the *k*-ratio/matrix correction procedure in 1975 is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} for WDS measurements of major[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} constituents \[[@CR5]\]. This distribution can be characterized by a standard deviation of 2.5 % relative, so that approximately 95 % of the analyses fall within the span of ±5 % relative error.Fig. 1Distribution of relative errors \[(measured − true)/true × 100 %\] using the *k*-ratio protocol with WDS measurements and matrix corrections with the NBS ZAF procedure FRAME (1975) \[[@CR5]\]. Note that the *histogram* bins have a width of 1 % relative

Further development: energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry {#Sec3}
---------------------------------------------------------

The development of semiconductor-based X-ray detection in the 1960s led to the first successful energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) using lithium-compensated silicon \[Si(Li)-EDS\] operated on an electron-column instrument, an EPMA \[[@CR6]\]. As compared to the narrow instantaneous energy range of the WDS, the Si(Li)-EDS provided a view of the entire excited X-ray spectrum from a threshold of approximately 100 eV (modern performance) to the Duane-Hunt limit set by the incident beam energy, up to 20 keV or higher. This wide energy range enabled detection of all elements, with the exception of H and He (modern performance), at every location sampled by the beam, which provided an enormous advantage when dealing with complex microstructures where local segregation can create unexpected compositional variation and where unexpected elements can be localized as inclusions. Comprehensive elemental analysis capability, combined with the relative simplicity of non-focusing line-of-sight detection, the large solid angle of collection which exceeds that of WDS by at least a factor of 10, and the long-term operating stability, resulted in the enthusiastic acceptance of EDS, especially by the rapidly developing scanning electron microscope (SEM) community. The combination of SEM imaging with EDS X-ray microanalysis has given the materials community one of its most powerful microstructural characterization tools \[[@CR2]\].

The capability of Si(Li)-EDS to perform quantitative X-ray microanalysis was established soon after its introduction by several members of the microanalysis community, most of whom had extensive WDS quantitative microanalysis experience \[[@CR7]--[@CR11]\]. Thus, the initial EDS implementation of quantitative analysis was based upon their experience with the WDS *k*-ratio protocol. The EDS could be used in an equivalent manner by measuring the intensities for the unknown and appropriate standards under the same carefully controlled conditions of surface condition (highly polished), beam energy, known dose (beam current × detector live time), beam incidence angle, detector elevation angle ("take-off angle"), and detector efficiency (e.g., constant detector-to-target distance to yield constant detector solid angle). The enormous advantages of the EDS over WDS for analysis were quickly recognized: (1) all elements in the unknown were measured simultaneously minimizing the dose to the specimen; (2) the large solid angle of the EDS relative to WDS further improved efficiency of detection which lowered the necessary dose relative to WDS; and (3) the stability of the EDS meant that the spectra of standards could be archived and recalled as needed. Since the measured EDS spectrum consists of the characteristic X-ray peaks superimposed on the X-ray continuum, various strategies were developed to determine characteristic intensities, including digital filtering for background removal followed by multiple linear least squares (MLLS) fitting and background modeling under the peak window constrained by the continuum intensity measured in energy windows where no peaks occurred \[[@CR8], [@CR10]\]. The background-corrected characteristic intensities for the unknown and the standards were used to calculate *k*-ratios followed by the matrix correction procedure. The *k*-ratio matrix correction procedure with the Si(Li)-EDS was demonstrated to be capable of achieving relative errors within the WDS distribution for major constituents when the characteristic X-ray peaks did not suffer significant overlap from the peaks of other elements. An example is shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} for the Si(Li)-EDS analysis of gold-copper alloys (NIST Standard Reference Material 482) where the observed relative errors range from −1.6 to 1.0 %, falling well within the WDS analysis error distribution of Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} Further development of the EDS quantitative microanalysis method enabled accurate analyses when significant peak overlaps occurred providing the intensities of the mutually interfering species were similar.Table 1Si(Li)-EDS analysis of NIST Standard Reference Material 482 Copper--Gold Alloys^a^ (all concentration values in mass fraction)Cu (certified)AnalyzedRel. error (%)Au (certified)AnalyzedRel. error (%)Total0.1980.198 ± 0.0020.00.8010.790 ± 0.002−1.40.9880.3960.399 ± 0.0010.80.6030.594 ± 0.002−1.60.9930.5990.605 ± 0.0011.00.4010.402 ± 0.0020.11.0070.7980.797 ± 0.001−0.10.2000.199 ± 0.003−1.20.996Analysis performed with Cu Kα and AuLα; beam energy = 20 keV; quantitative calculations with NIST Desktop Spectrum Analyzer \[[@CR12]\]; uncertainty expressed as 1σ from the measured counts (from Ref \[[@CR13]\])^a^See footnote 2

Typical SEM/EDS microanalysis practice {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------

Despite the level of analytical accuracy demonstrated for the EDS *k*-ratio/matrix corrections protocol and the availability of this procedure within most commercial implementations of EDS analytical software, modern SEM/EDS microanalysis practice has developed along a different trajectory that minimizes the need for the user's expertise. As an unintended consequence, EDS microanalysis as performed in the SEM has acquired an unfortunate reputation as a "semi-quantitative" technique. This situation has developed because of three contributing factors: (1) the rise of standardless analysis which now dominates EDS quantitative analysis \[[@CR14]\]; (2) the severe effects of specimen geometry on the accuracy of X-ray microanalysis which occur no matter which analytical protocol is followed, standards-based or standardless \[[@CR15]\]; and (3) the occasional but significant failures in qualitative analysis, i.e., incorrect elemental identification, which immediately undermines confidence in the method \[[@CR16]--[@CR18]\].

### The rise of "standardless" quantitative analysis {#Sec5}

By necessity, WDS measures each element in the sample relative to the same element in an appropriate standard to eliminate the need to accurately know the spectrometer efficiency. Because the EDS spectrum provides, in every measurement, the complete photon energy range revealing all characteristic X-ray peaks and the X-ray continuum background, it became attractive to develop an alternative approach for quantitative EDS microanalysis that employed the whole spectrum. The so-called "standardless analysis" method requires only the EDS spectrum of the unknown and eliminates the need to measure standards locally or to specify the electron dose \[[@CR2], [@CR14]\]. "Standardless analysis" seeks to provide the necessary standard intensity for the denominator of Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) for each element in the unknown either by theoretical calculation of X-ray generation and propagation in a pure element target ("first principles" standardless) or by the use of a library of actual standards measured on a well-characterized EDS detector at several beam energies under defined conditions that can be related to the efficiency as a function of photon energy of the local EDS ("remote standards" standardless). The resulting suite of *k*-ratios is then subjected to the same matrix correction calculations of Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}). Because a true first principles implementation of standardless analysis requires an extensive database of X-ray parameters such as the ionization cross section, X-ray fluorescence yield, X-ray mass absorption coefficient, and others, many of which are poorly known, especially for the L-shell and M-shell X-ray families, the "remote standards" method, which actually anchors the quantitative calculations to a suite of archived experimental measurements, is the basis for the typical modern software implementation.

The performance of a recent commercial version of "standardless analysis" is shown in the error histogram of Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. While this error distribution appears similar to that of the classic *k*-ratio protocol with WDS or EDS as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, it is in fact much broader, with the errors binned in increments of 5 % relative error, compared to the 1 % relative error increments of Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. For this particular implementation of standardless analysis, the width of the error range that is necessary to capture 95 % of the analytical results is approximately ±30 % relative. While this level of performance may be adequate for some applications, the prospective user of the analytical results of such a procedure needs to be aware of the inherent limitations imposed by such a wide error distribution. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} provides specific examples of the application of this standardless analysis procedure to the analysis of metal sulfides. While the analytical accuracy achieved for FeS (troilite, a meteoritic mineral) is excellent with relative errors less than ±2 % for S and Fe, the relative errors for the analysis of FeS~2~ (pyrite), CuS (covellite), ZnS (sphalerite), and PbS (galena) exceed 20 % relative, a level of performance so poor that it would not be possible to properly assign the formula for these compounds from the analyzed mass concentrations.Fig. 2Distribution of relative errors observed for a commercial implementation of standardless analysis (2013). Note that the histogram bins have a width of 5 % relativeTable 2Standardless analysis of sulfides (2013 Commercial Software)CompoundMetalAnalysisRelative error (%)SulfurAnalysisRelative error (%)FeS0.6350.629−1.00.3650.3711.8FeS0.4660.642380.5340.358−33CuS0.6650.764150.3350.236−30ZnS0.6710.762140.3290.239−28SrS0.7320.7583.60.2680.242−10CdS0.7780.8083.80.2220.192−13Sb~2~S~3~0.7170.7393.10.2830.261−7.8PbS0.8660.9145.50.1340.086−36

Another often overlooked consequence of using the standardless analysis procedure is the requirement that the calculated concentrations must be internally normalized to a sum of unity. This requirement occurs because the relation of the electron dose and the absolute EDS efficiency of the measured spectrum to the remote standards database is lost so that internal normalization is needed to place the calculated concentration values on a meaningful scale. That the analyzed mass concentration total of all constituents in a standardless analysis equals exactly 1.000 (100 wt%) may seem comforting, but the internal normalization that must occur does in fact represent a loss of critical information. In the standards-based *k*-ratio/matrix corrections protocol performed with WDS or EDS, the sum of the individual constituents rarely coincides exactly with unity, but tends to vary from 0.98 to 1.02, as shown in the example presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, a consequence of the inevitable errors that arise in measuring the characteristic intensities and in calculating the matrix correction factors. Analytical totals outside of this range can occur because of uncontrolled deviations in the experimental conditions between measuring the unknown and standards (e.g., differences in coating thickness or in the thickness of native surface oxides), but a low analytical total may also reveal the presence in the analyzed volume of a previously unrecognized constituent. For example, a region of the specimen that is oxidized rather than metallic will contain oxygen at a concentration from 0.2 to 0.3 mass fraction. The analytical total if oxygen is not considered (either by directly measuring its X-ray intensity and making the appropriate matrix correction calculation or by indirectly calculating oxygen by the method of assumed stoichiometry of the cations) will be 0.7--0.8, significantly below unity, which should trigger the curiosity of a careful analyst to further examine the measured spectrum and discover the oxygen peak. While this may seem a trivial example that even a novice analyst should not miss, in fact as we enter an era in which much of our data are collected under automation, the lack of manual inspection combined with the loss of a meaningful analytical total by the standardless method will result in questionable data appearing in the final results that may be difficult to review after collection and processing. As discussed below, a more frequently encountered source of deviation in the analytical total is the impact of uncontrolled "specimen geometry," i.e., the effects of size, shape, and local surface inclination on beam electron---specimen interaction and the generation and propagation of X-rays, on the measured X-ray intensities. A "zeroth" level assumption in standards-based and standardless analysis procedures is that the specimen composition is the only factor affecting the X-ray intensities. When the specimen geometry deviates from the ideal flat surface placed at known angles to the incident electron beam and the X-ray spectrometer, very large effects on the X-ray intensities can occur, especially when low-energy and high-energy photons are measured in the same analysis.

Despite these limitations, the simplicity of operation required for standardless analysis, which only requires the analyst to measure the EDS spectrum of the unknown and to specify the beam energy and the X-ray emergence angle, has resulted in its widespread acceptance by the SEM/EDS community. Based on our informal surveys of the field, probably more than 98 % of reported quantitative EDS microanalysis results are obtained with some implementation of standardless analysis. However, the modest analytical performance revealed in Fig. [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} is surely a major contributor to the reputation of SEM/EDS as only achieving "semiquantitative" results, while the internal normalization of all results to unity conveys a false sense of accuracy and confidence.

### Specimen geometry effects: we can be our own worst enemies when it comes to performing accurate quantification {#Sec6}

When analytical results are automatically normalized, an even more egregious source of large, uncontrolled, and likely unrecognized errors in SEM/EDS microanalysis arises from specimen geometry effects \[[@CR2]\]. The line-of-sight acceptance of the EDS spectrometer enables the analyst to record an X-ray spectrum from almost any location where the beam strikes the specimen, which can be a useful feature in qualitatively surveying the complex microstructure of a specimen with complex topography. However, specimen geometry effects such as shape and local surface inclination to the beam can have a profound impact on electron scattering and even more importantly, on the path length along which X-rays must travel to the detector and along which they suffer absorption. These "geometric effects" modify the measured relative elemental intensities in ways that have nothing to do with the composition of the specimen. The physical basis assumed for the matrix correction factors of Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), which are needed for quantification with both the *k*-ratio standards protocol and the standardless method, is that the compositional difference between the unknown and the standard(s) is the only factor that affects the measured X-ray intensities. When a quantitative analysis of a topographically irregular specimen is performed following the *k*-ratio/standards protocol, the analytical total will deviate significantly from unity in response to deviations from the ideal flat, highly polished specimen geometry. However, in the standardless analysis method, the inevitable internal normalization to unity eliminates the important information provided by the analytical total that would reveal the impact of specimen geometry effects.

An example of how serious the impact of specimen geometry can be upon analytical accuracy is illustrated in Figs. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} for the analysis of a microscopically homogeneous glass, NIST SRM 470 (K411), the complete composition of which is listed in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} also contains the results of a standards-based *k*-ratio protocol analysis of NIST SRM 470 (K411 glass) prepared in the ideal specimen geometry of a flat, highly polished surface (0.1 µm alumina final polish) with a thin (\<10 nm) carbon conductive coating for charge dissipation. The relative errors as compared to the SRM certificate values for the average of 20 analyses range from −1.1 to 1.8 %. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a shows a plot of the distribution from 20 analyzed locations for the concentrations of magnesium and iron, elements which were chosen because the large difference in their photon energies, 1.254 keV for MgKα, β and 6.400 keV for FeKα, make them differentially sensitive to geometric effects since the low-energy photons of Mg suffer much higher absorption compared to the high-energy photons of FeKα \[[@CR19]\]. The cluster of the analyses is seen to be very narrow, with one exception. A reasonable question the analyst might ask is whether this outlier represents an actual deviation in the local composition or arises from some other factor. Upon review of the analyzed locations, the outlier in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} was in fact determined to be the consequence of an analysis that was performed in a scratch that remained after final polishing, thus representing a geometric effect rather than a true compositional variation. This surface roughness effect is illustrated for a more severe situation in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b, which shows the results from 20 analyses at randomly selected locations on the scratched, irregular surface that remained after polishing with 1 µm diamond particles. The results show both a systematic shift in the apparent concentrations and a broadening in the distribution.Fig. 3**a** Analysis of NIST SRM 470 (K411 glass) as a flat, highly polished bulk sample (final polish with 100 nm alumina) using the *k*-ratio protocol with SDD-EDS measurements and NIST DTSA-II. Plot of Fe (normalized weight percent) vs. Mg (normalized weight percent) for 20 randomly selected analyses. Note the outlier (*circled*). **b** Analysis of NIST SRM 470 (K411 glass) as a flat, but slightly scratched bulk sample (scratches remaining after 1 µm diamond polish) using the *k*-ratio protocol with SDD-EDS measurements and NIST DTSA-II. Plot of Fe (normalized weight percent) vs. Mg (normalized weight percent) for 20 randomly selected analysesFig. 4Analysis of NIST SRM 470 (K411 glass) in various geometric forms (flat, polished bulk; scratched surface after 600-grit grinding; shallow surface holes, chips, and shards) using the *k*-ratio protocol with SDD-EDS measurements and NIST DTSA-II. Plot of Fe (normalized weight percent) vs. Mg (normalized weight percent) \[[@CR19]\]Table 3SEM/SDD-EDS analysis of NIST SRM K411 glassElementSRM certificateEDS analysisSD^a^Relative error (%)O0.4240.428 (stoich)0.0220.9Mg0.08850.08760.045−1.1Si0.2540.2580.0531.6Ca0.1110.1110.0260Fe0.1120.1140.0311.8Conditions: polished specimen; *E* ~0~ = 20 keV; analysis following the *k*-ratio protocol with standards using the NIST DTSA-II software; standards included the pure elements Mg, Si, and Fe; Ca from SRM 470 (glass K412), with oxygen calculated on the basis of assumed stoichiometry of the cations^a^20 analyses

The surface analyzed for the analyses reported in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b did not appear to be especially rough when viewed in an SEM image. When the SRM 470 (K411 glass) is prepared in more extreme geometric forms, including the scratched surface that remains after grinding with 600 grit silicon carbide, fracture surfaces, and fragmented particles, and then analyzed following the same *k*-ratio/standards protocol used for the results in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, the normalized concentrations for magnesium and iron are found to span a much broader range, as shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} \[[@CR19]\]. The range of apparent concentrations obtained from the irregularly shaped specimens is so extreme, spanning nearly an order of magnitude for each constituent, that the results would be of dubious value for most applications that depend on an accurate composition for proper interpretation.

Analysis with the standards-based *k*-ratio/matrix corrections protocol reveals the impact of geometric effects on X-ray microanalysis through the behavior of the raw analytical total \[[@CR19]\]. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a and b individually plot the normalized magnesium and iron concentrations against the raw analytical total from the *k*-ratio/standards analysis procedure, showing how well the raw analytical total is correlated with the magnitude of the relative error. This example illustrates well the pitfalls of blindly attempting to quantitatively analyze the EDS spectrum obtained from randomly shaped objects. Because of the inevitable normalization that must occur in the standardless analysis procedure, the important clue that the raw analytical total provides that will identify such dubious analyses is lost. By losing this critical information, standardless analysis enables risky analytical behavior with SEM/EDS which contributes enormously to the dismissal of SEM/EDS as being only "semi-quantitative." Unless the specimen geometry is carefully controlled, SEM/EDS analysis is subject to errors so broad as to render the compositional results of questionable value for many applications.Fig. 5Analysis of NIST SRM 470 (K411 glass) in various geometric forms (flat, polished bulk; scratched surface after 600-grit grinding; shallow surface holes, chips, and shards) using the *k*-ratio protocol with SDD-EDS measurements and NIST DTSA-II: **a** Mg (normalized weight percent) vs. the raw analytical total (weight percent), including oxygen calculated by assumed stoichiometry \[[@CR19]\], **b** Fe (normalized weight percent) vs. the raw analytical total (weight percent), including oxygen calculated by assumed stoichiometry \[[@CR19]\]

### Qualitative analysis failures {#Sec7}

A separate but extremely significant issue is the reliability of elemental identification in the EDS spectrum. The critical first step of qualitative analysis obviously must be correct if the subsequent quantitative analysis is to have any value at all. Automatic identification of the characteristic peaks in the EDS spectrum is a valuable software tool that has been progressively developed with the rise of computing power and speed. Despite its modern sophistication, however, commercial automatic peak identification procedures have been shown to be vulnerable to occasional failures in the labeling of even the highest intensity peaks that correspond to major constituents, despite the EDS being properly calibrated, operated at a reasonable input count rate, and in the absence of significant peak interferences \[[@CR16]--[@CR18]\]. Examples of failures in identification of major constituent peaks as well as false positive identification of minor/trace constituents are shown in Figs. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, and [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, which illustrate some of the classic blunders encountered. Commercial implementations of automatic peak identification have been found to vary in their particular vulnerabilities. The specific nature and frequency of mistakes encountered depends on the particular system and the choice of the beam energy, which can provide important redundancy when two families of X-rays can be excited for certain elements, e.g., K- and L-families (*Z* ≥ 21, Sc) or L- and M-families (*Z* ≥ 56, Ba). Elemental misidentification typically occurs in a few percent of attempted peak identifications for major constituents, with the frequency of mistakes increasing significantly for minor and trace constituents and especially in cases where peak interference occurs \[[@CR16]--[@CR18]\]. Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} lists examples of groups of elements whose characteristic peaks occur sufficiently close in energy that peak identification mistakes have been observed in at least one of the peak identification systems tested.Fig. 6Automatic peak identification of potassium bromide, showing misidentification of BrLα,β as AlK; note also misidentification of minor BrLl peak as AsLα,β \[[@CR16]--[@CR18]\]Fig. 7**a** Gold, beam energy 20 keV, showing correct identification of the Au L-family and M-family \[[@CR16]--[@CR18]\]. **b** Gold, beam energy 10 keV, showing misidentification of the Au M-family as the Zr L-family and Nb L-family \[[@CR16]--[@CR18]\]Fig. 8**a** Lead, beam energy 20 keV, showing correct identification of the Pb L-family and PbMα,β, but misidentification of PbMζ as WM and PbM~2~N~4~ as CdL \[[@CR16]--[@CR18]\]. **b** NIST glass K230 with Pb as a major constituent, beam energy 20 keV; the Pb M-family is misidentified as SK and TcL, while the Pb L-family is ignored \[[@CR16]--[@CR18]\]Table 4Typical candidates for peak misidentification (*note* extensive, but incomplete; you may find more examples!) \[[@CR16]--[@CR18]\]Energy range (keV)Element, X-ray (energy, keV)0.390--0.395NK (0.392); ScLα (0.395)0.510--0.525OK (0.523); VLα (0.511)0.670--0.710FK (0.677); FeLα (0.705)0.845--0.855NeKα (0.848); NiLα (0.851)1.00--1.05NaKα (1.041); ZnLα (1.012); PmMα (1.032)1.20--1.30MgKα (1.253); AsLα (1.282); TbMα (1.246)1.45--1.55AlKα (1.487); BrLα (1.480); YbMα (1.521)1.70--1.80SiKα (1.740); TaMα (1.709); WMα (1.774)2.00--2.05PKα (2.013); ZrLα (2.042); PtMα (2.048)2.10--2.20NbLα (2.166); AuMα (2.120); HgMα (2.191)2.28--2.35SKα (2.307); MoLα (2.293); PbMα (2.342)2.40--2.45TcLα (2.424); PbMα (2.342); BiMα (2.419)2.60--2.70ClKα (2.621); RhLα (2.696)2.95--3.00ArKα (2.956); AgLα (2.983); ThMα~1~ (2.996)3.10--3.20CdLα (3.132); UMα~1~ (3.170)3.25--3.35KKα (3.312); InLα (3.285); UMβ (3.336)4.45--4.55TiKα (4.510); BaLα (4.467)4.90--5.0TiKβ (4.931); VKα (4.949)

Creating an infallible automatic peak identification procedure is, in fact, an extremely difficult problem, especially at the level of the lower intensity peaks associated with minor and trace constituents. To achieve the most robust and reliable results, the prudent analyst will inspect each tentative elemental assignment that is suggested by the automatic peak identification software and confirm or correct the identification by carefully considering possible alternatives using software tools to explore the database of characteristic X-ray energies. In some circumstances, achieving identification with a high degree of confidence may require adjusting the analytical strategy to collect additional spectral measurements at different beam energies, e.g., decreasing the beam energy to reduce the self-absorption that can occur for certain elements or increasing the beam energy to excite an additional X-ray shell to confirm the presence of an element. For some cases involving major constituents when peak interference occurs, and more frequently for confident identification of minor and trace constituents, it is necessary to apply peak fitting procedures followed by careful inspection of the residual spectrum that remains after tentatively identified peaks are subtracted to reveal any peaks that were previously unrecognized. Thus, a sequential peak identification---peak fitting---residual inspection methodology will provide the strongest basis for establishing a high degree of confidence in the suite of elements that is finally identified.

The new (old) quantitative SEM/EDS X-ray microanalysis {#Sec8}
======================================================

SDD-EDS replaces Si(Li)-EDS {#Sec9}
---------------------------

SEM/EDS X-ray microanalysis has undergone a remarkable change with the rapid evolution and deployment of the silicon drift detector energy-dispersive spectrometer (SDD-EDS) \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\]. Although the detection physics of the SDD-EDS is the same as the Si(Li)-EDS, the modified structure of the SDD-EDS has greatly improved the performance compared to Si(Li)-EDS:SDD-EDS operates at approximately −20 °C, which is achieved with Peltier electronic cooling, compared to the −190 °C of the Si(Li)-EDS achieved with a liquid nitrogen cryostat. SDD-EDS can be accommodated more readily on SEM columns, and clusters of SDD detectors can be created, increasing the solid angle of collection while enabling higher throughput with separate processing for each detector in a cluster.Despite operating at a substantially higher temperature, SDD-EDS achieves equal or better resolution performance.SDD-EDS operates with a shorter pulse-processing time constant for a given resolution, enabling much higher throughput, by a factor of 10--65 depending on the vendor.SDD-EDS resolution (peak shape) and calibration (peak stability) are nearly constant over the entire input count rate range, as shown for the Mn K-family in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}a and the Mn L-family in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}b. This means that the shape and position of the peak reference necessary for accurate MLLS fitting is constant regardless of variations in the peak count rate ranging from that of a major constituent to that of a trace constituent.Fig. 9**a** SDD-EDS (four-detector array) spectra of manganese with a beam energy of *E* ~0~ = 20 keV collected over a range of input count rates resulting in deadtime from 2 to 77 % showing the MnKα--MnKβ peak region. Note excellent superposition of the peaks after scaling to the MnKα peak integral. **b** MnL peak region. Note excellent superposition of the peaks after scaling to the MnLα peak integralThe consistency of performance is such that clusters of SDD detectors can be assembled where the ganged output is not significantly degraded compared to the output of the individual detectors.

SEM/SDD-EDS can provide accurate results {#Sec10}
----------------------------------------

Just as was demonstrated soon after the emergence of the Si(Li)-EDS, SEM/SDD-EDS following the *k*-ratio protocol can provide accurate results. Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} presents the *k*-ratio protocol analysis of the same spectra of metal sulfides as those reported by standardless analysis in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}.Table 5SEM/SDD-EDS analysis of sulfides with the *k*-ratio protocol with various standards, including pure elements and other sulfides (*E* ~0~ = 20 keV) and spectrum processing with the NIST DTSA-II softwareCompoundMetalAnalysisRelative error (%)SulfurAnalysisRelative error (%)FeS0.6350.63500.3650.3650FeS~2~0.4660.463−0.60.5340.5370.6CuS0.6650.6670.30.3350.333−0.6ZnS0.6710.6740.40.3290.326−0.9SrS0.7320.7370.70.2680.263−1.9CdS0.7780.7861.00.2220.214−3.6Sb~2~S~3~0.7170.7271.40.2830.273−3.5PbS0.8660.8700.50.1340.130−3.0

The steps to successful quantitative SEM/SDD-EDS X-ray microanalysis {#Sec11}
====================================================================

The results in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} are accurate and fall well within the envelope of relative errors established by EPMA/WDS. However, to achieve this level of performance, it must be recognized that the careful measurement science regime developed for EPMA/WDS must be rigorously followed with SEM/SDD-EDS:Sample surface condition: The sample must be highly polished to remove topography that creates the geometric effects discussed in Figs. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, and [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The resulting highly polished surfaces must not be chemically or electrochemically etched, which can alter the composition of the near-surface region that is actually interrogated in the electron-excited X-ray measurement. Early studies for EPMA/WDS established that final polishing with the finest media then available was necessary to reduce the uncertainty contributed by the remaining specimen topography to an acceptable level for characteristic peaks measured with photon energies above 1 keV \[[@CR4]\]. For the low-energy characteristic X-rays below 1 keV needed to measure the elements Be through F, recent Monte Carlo modeling studies indicate that surface scratches must be reduced below a roughness of 50 nm (rms) for a system such as FeO to eliminate differential geometric effects between low-energy and high-energy photon peaks, e.g., O K and FeKα \[[@CR22]\].Non-conducting specimens must be coated with a conducting material which in turn must be connected to a suitable ground to discharge the electron current injected by the beam into the specimen. Typically, a layer of carbon 8--10 nm thick applied by thermal evaporation will suffice for discharging the surface of insulators. Such a coating will have a negligible effect on accuracy for analysis with incident beam energy at 10 keV or higher. For low beam energy analysis, *E*~0~ ≤ 5 keV, differences in the coating thickness between the unknown and the standards can contribute a significant error.Spectra from the unknowns and standards must be measured under known and reproducible conditions of beam energy, dose (electron current × detector live time), and EDS operating conditions (fixed time constant, which defines a fixed resolution; fixed detector-to-specimen distance which with the detector active area defines the detector solid angle; known detector take-off angle and azimuthal angle relative to the specimen tilt axis; and known specimen tilt, which is preferably zero tilt, i.e., the beam is perpendicular to the specimen surface). A beam current measuring system consisting of a Faraday cup and a digital picoammeter is a necessary component if a fully rigorous *k*-ratio protocol is to be established \[[@CR2]\]. It is highly recommended that a conservative operating strategy be used for SDD-EDS measurements, with the beam current chosen to provide a detector deadtime of approximately 10 % to minimize pulse coincidence (sum peaks). The pulse coincidence problem (discussed in more detail below) is illustrated in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}, which shows a sequence of SDD-EDS spectra from NIST SRM 470 (K412 glass) which has major peaks arising from the O, Mg, Al, Si, Ca, and Fe constituents. As the beam current is increased to produce an increase in the throughput and consequently the detector deadtime, the in-growth of a complex suite of coincidence peaks can be seen, e.g., combinations of each element such as Al + Al which is frequently misidentified at 2.98 keV as AgL, but also interelement combinations, such as Si + Ca, which at 5.42 keV can be misidentified as CrKα. Coincidence becomes progressively more significant above 15 % deadtime. Thus, by choosing a beam current that yields a deadtime of approximately 10 % on the most highly excited pure element standards such as Al or Si, and then using this beam current for all subsequent measurements, the coincidence problem can be minimized for all recorded spectra. Note that for a pure element of low atomic number, e.g., Al or Si, it is likely that a coincidence peak will still be seen for the primary peak even with this conservative counting strategy, but when such elements appear in the unknown at lower concentration, coincidence is generally reduced to a negligible level.Fig. 10**a** In-growth of coincidence (sum) peaks: NIST SRM 470 (K412 glass) over a sequence of detector deadtimes, **b** deadtimes from 1 to 48 %, with all spectra scaled to the full spectrum integralThe stability of the SDD-EDS enables the careful analyst to operate with previously measured and stored standard spectra, providing that a quality assurance protocol is in place to confirm that the current measurement conditions for the unknown are consistent with the conditions under which the archived standards were measured: beam energy, dose, and EDS parameters.Standards can be co-mounted during metallographic preparation of the unknowns, but a more typical strategy is to prepare a separate standard mount containing a suite of pure elements and stoichiometric compounds. Multi-element mixtures such as alloys glasses, or minerals can also serve as standards, but in addition to accurately knowing the composition, such materials must be confirmed to be homogeneous on a micrometer lateral scale before they can serve as suitable standards.Commercial vendor software is likely to have an embedded standards-based *k*-ratio protocol available for the user. For the examples below, all data were collected with vendor software, and the spectra were exported in the open source.msa format (ISO and Microscopy Society of America) that is commonly available on all vendor platforms. Quantitative calculations were performed on these spectra with the NIST DTSA-II EDS software engine \[[@CR23]\]. A particular advantage of NIST DTSA-II is the complete report of the analytical error budget that is provided, consisting of the statistical error due to the measurement of the *k*-ratio propagated through the matrix corrections to provide the equivalent uncertainty in the concentration and the uncertainties in the calculated concentration contributed by the atomic number correction and the absorption correction \[[@CR24]\].

SEM/SDD-EDS with MLLS peak fitting can match EPMA/WDS for accuracy and precision in X-ray microanalysis for difficult overlap situations {#Sec12}
========================================================================================================================================

Comparing WDS and EDS relative intensity measurements (*k*-ratios) {#Sec13}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Most of the examples reported in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} involve the measurement of well-separated characteristic peaks with little overlap, with the exception of PbS, where the Pb M-family interferes with the S K-family. Performing quantitative analysis when severe overlap problems occur, such as for PbS, has traditionally required EPMA/WDS because of the superior spectral resolution of the diffractometer. This situation has now changed with the deployment of SDD-EDS because of the improved throughput and spectrum stability. The performance of SDD-EDS enables routine collection of high-count spectra, e.g., integrated counts from 0.1 keV to *E*~0~ exceeding 5 × 10^6^ collected in 100 s or less while operating with an input count rate that produces a detector deadtime of approximately 10 %. This combination of high-count spectra with stable peak shape and position provides statistically robust peak references needed for MLLS fitting of spectral peaks to accurately extract the characteristic X-ray intensities, including situations in which severe peak overlap occurs, which are the critical input for the *k*-ratio protocol. Using the NIST DTSA-II EDS software engine to process spectra, it has been demonstrated that SDD-EDS can match WDS for determination of the *k*-ratio in severe overlap cases, such as that shown in Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"} for the Ba L-family--Ti K-family interference near 4.5 keV \[[@CR25]\]. In this study, barium titanate (BaTiO~3~), benitoite (BaTiSi~3~O~9~), and a series of Ba--Ti--Si--O glasses containing various Ba/Ti ratios were measured simultaneously by WDS and SDD-EDS, leading to the observation that the measured *k*-ratios were statistically indistinguishable, despite a Ba/Ti mass ratio as high as 24:1. Moreover, the SDD-EDS measurement was made with a factor of 3 lower dose (compared to an EPMA equipped with three WDS permitting simultaneous measurement of Ba, Ti, and Si, with the parallel measurements minimizing the WDS dose as much as possible). It is worth noting that the SDD-EDS on this instrument was mounted at a distance of 72 mm to accommodate the three WDS spectrometers that were co-mounted. In a different instrumental configuration designed to optimize the EDS measurement, the SDD-EDS could have been moved to a specimen-to-detector distance of 25 mm, gaining a factor of 10 in solid angle, thus permitting collection of the same spectra with another factor of 10 lower beam current, for an overall dose reduction of a factor of 30 compared to the EPMA with three WDS.Fig. 11Comparison of the *k*-ratios measured simultaneously by SDD-EDS (*red*) and WDS (*blue*) in barium titantate, benitoite (Ba), and a series of Ba/Ti/Si glasses spanning a mass concentration range as high as Ba:Ti of 24:1 (Color figure online)

Examples of SEM/SDD-EDS applied to challenging analytical problems {#Sec14}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The level of peak fitting performance shown in Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"} enables SEM/SDD-EDS to solve analytical problems that were formerly regarded as the exclusive domain of WDS spectrometry, namely those involving characteristic peaks that are close in energy. The peak fitting problems are especially challenging when the constituents have large differences in abundance in the analyzed volume. The following examples demonstrate the capabilities of SEM/SDD-EDS with NIST DTSA-II software carrying out complete analyses, including estimates of the full error budget, in this challenging regime of peak overlaps.

### Quantifying major constituents with severely overlapping characteristic X-ray peaks {#Sec15}

#### PbS {#Sec16}

The spectrum of PbS (the mineral galena) is shown in Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"} along with the residual spectrum after peak fitting. The principal peak interferences are SKα (2.308 keV) and PbMα (2.346 keV): 38 eV separation; and SKβ (2.468 keV) and PbMβ (2.443 keV): 25 eV separation.Fig. 12SDD-EDS spectrum of PbS (galena) at a beam energy of *E* ~0~ = 10 keV (*red*); residual spectrum (*blue*) after peak fitting with CdS and PbSe (Color figure online)

Analytical strategy: a beam energy of 10 keV was chosen to minimize the absorption correction for 2.3 keV photons while providing adequate overvoltage for efficient excitation; references and standards: CuS and PbSe (note that a stoichiometric Pb compound is chosen rather than elemental Pb because the rapid oxidation of metallic Pb creates an uncertain surface composition). The results of the analysis of PbS at 11 locations are presented in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}, where atomic concentrations are reported for direct comparison to the ideal formula. Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} also contains the results at a single location expressed in mass concentration along with the error budget consisting of the contributions from counting statistics in the determination of the *k*-ratio and from the estimated uncertainties in the absorption (A) matrix correction and in the atomic number (*Z*) matrix correction.Table 6NIST DTSA-II SDD-EDS analysis of PbS at *E* ~0~ = 10 keV; CdS and PbSe as references and standards; 11 replicatesParameterRaw analytical total (mass concentration)S (atomic conc.)Pb (atomic conc.)Mean1.00810.49690.5031Relative error (%)−0.620.62*σ*0.001760.000830.00083*σ* relative (%)0.170.170.17S (mass conc.)Pb (mass conc.)Single analysis1.00470.13300.8717Relative error (%)−0.740.66k error (%)0.0005, 0.380.0021, 0.24A-factor error (%)2.4E−5, 0.0180.0030, 0.35Z-factor error (%)1.9E−6, 0.00140.0001, 0.012Combined errors (%)0.0005, 0.380.0036, 0.42

#### MoS~2~ {#Sec17}

The SDD-EDS spectrum of MoS~2~ is shown in Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"} along with the residual spectrum after fitting. The principal interferences are between the SKα (2.307 keV) and MoLα ((2.293 keV) with a separation of 14 eV; SKβ (2.468 keV) and MoLβ~1~ (2.395) with a separation of 73 eV; and SKβ (2.468 keV) and MoLβ~2~ (2.518 keV) with a separation of 50 eV.Fig. 13SDD-EDS spectrum of the MoS~2~ with *E* ~0~ = 10 keV (*red*); residual spectrum after MLLSQ peak fitting (*blue*) (Color figure online)

Analytical strategy: A beam energy of 10 keV was chosen to provide adequate overvoltage for efficient excitation. Standards: Elemental Mo served as the standard and fitting reference, and CuS served as the standard and fitting reference for S. Analytical results: The results of the analysis of MoS~2~ at 7 locations are presented in Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}, where atomic concentrations are reported for direct comparison to the ideal formula. The analyzed atomic concentrations agree with the ideal formula with a maximum relative error of 0.66 % (Mo). Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} also contains the results at a single location expressed in mass concentration along with the components of the error budget.Table 7NIST DTSA-II SDD-EDS analysis of MoS~2~ at *E* ~0~ = 10 keV; 7 replicatesParameterRaw analytical total (mass concentration)S (atomic concentration)\
Ideal = 0.6667Mo (atomic concentration)\
Ideal = 0.3333Mean1.00370.66460.3354Relative error (%)−0.320.63*σ*0.01310.002220.00222*σ* relative (%)1.30.330.66S (mass concentration)\
Ideal = 0.4006Mo (mass concentration)\
Ideal = 0.5994Single analysis1.00100.39710.6039Relative error (%)−0.870.75k error unknown0.00050.0003k error standard0.00030.0014A-factor error0.00060.0007Z-factor error0.0000280.000045Combined errors0.00080.0016

#### BaTiO~3~ {#Sec18}

The spectrum of BaTiO~3~ at *E*~0~ = 10 keV is shown in Fig. [14](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"} along with the residual spectrum after peak fitting with BaSi~2~O~5~ (the mineral sanbornite) and Ti. The principal peak interferences are BaLα (4.467 keV) and TiKα (4.508 keV): 41 eV separation, and BaLβ~3~ (4.927 keV) and TiKβ (4.931 keV): 4 eV separation. The analytical results (atomic concentrations) for 15 locations are presented in Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}, along with a single analyzed location (mass concentration) and the components of the error budget.Fig. 14SDD-EDS spectrum of BaTiO~3~ at a beam energy of *E* ~0~ = 10 keV (*red*); residual spectrum (*blue*) after peak fitting with Ti and BaSi~2~O~5~ (sanbornite) (Color figure online)Table 8NIST DTSA-II SDD-EDS analysis of BaTiO~3~ at *E* ~0~ = 10 keV; BaSi~2~O~5~ (sanbornite) and Ti as references and standards; O by stoichiometry; 15 replicatesParameterRaw analytical total (mass concentration)O (atomic conc., by stoichiometry)Ti (atomic conc.)Ba (atomic conc.)Mean1.00920.60040.20080.1988Relative error (%)0.060.40−0.59*σ*0.00240.000190.000390.0006*σ* relative (%)0.240.030.190.30O (mass conc.)Ti (mass conc.)Ba (mass conc.)Single analysis1.00790.20770.20740.5928Relative error (%)−0.92−1.00.68k error (%)0.0011, 0.530.0024, 0.40A-factor error (%)9.9E−6, 0.00480.0001, 0.017Z-factor error (%)4.8E−7, 0.00023.4E−6, 0.0006Combined errors (%)0.0011, 0.530.0024, 0.40

#### SrWO~4~ {#Sec19}

The spectrum of SrWO~4~ at *E*~0~ = 10 keV is shown in Fig. [15](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"} along with the residual spectrum after peak fitting with SrF~2~ and W, with O calculated by assumed stoichiometry. The Sr L- and W M-families create a complex series of interferences: WMα (1.775 keV) and SrLα (1.806 keV): 31 eV separation; SrLα (1.806 keV) and WMβ (1.835 keV): 29 eV separation; and WMβ (1.835 keV) and SrLβ (1.872 keV): 37 eV separation. The analytical results (atomic concentrations) for 15 locations are presented in Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}, along with a single analyzed location (mass concentration) and the components of the error budget.Fig. 15SDD-EDS spectrum of SrWO~4~ at a beam energy of *E* ~0~ = 10 keV (*red*); residual spectrum (*blue*) after peak fitting with SrF~2~ and W (Color figure online)Table 9NIST DTSA-II SDD-EDS analysis of SrWO~4~ at *E* ~0~ = 10 keV; SrF~2~ and W as references and standards; O by stoichiometry; 15 replicatesParameterRaw analytical total (mass concentration)O (atomic conc., by stoichiometry)Sr (atomic conc.)W (atomic conc.)Mean1.00170.66600.16780.1661Relative error (%)−0.100.68−0.33σ0.00190.000530.000650.00033σ relative (%)0.190.800.390.20O (mass conc.)Sr (mass conc.)W (mass conc.)Single analysis1.00290.19130.26270.5489Relative error (%)0.270.580.16k error (%)0.0007, 0.270.0009, 0.16A-factor error (%)0.0093, 3.50.0077, 1.4Z-factor error (%)2.7E−5, 0.0105.8E−5, 0.011Combined errors (%)0.0093, 3.50.0078, 1.4

#### WSi~2~ {#Sec20}

The spectrum of WSi~2~ at *E*~0~ = 10 keV is shown in Fig. [16](#Fig16){ref-type="fig"} along with the residual spectrum after peak fitting with Si and W. The principal interferences are SiK (1.740 keV) and WMα (1.775 keV), 35 eV separation; and SiKβ (1.838 keV) and WMβ (1.835 keV), 3 eV separation. The analytical results (atomic concentrations) for 12 locations are presented in Table [10](#Tab10){ref-type="table"}, along with a single analyzed location (mass concentration) and the components of the error budget.Fig. 16SDD-EDS spectrum of WSi~2~ at a beam energy of *E* ~0~ = 10 keV (*red*); residual spectrum (*blue*) after peak fitting with Si and W (Color figure online)Table 10NIST DTSA-II SDD-EDS analysis of WSi~2~ at *E* ~0~ = 10 keV; Si and W as references and standards; 12 replicatesParameterRaw analytical total (mass concentration)Si (atomic conc.)W (atomic conc.)Mean0.98010.66150.3385Relative error (%)−0.781.55*σ*0.00570.00110.0011*σ* relative (%)0.580.170.33Si (mass conc.)W (mass conc.)Single analysis0.98940.22620.7632Relative error (%)−3.4−0.36k error (%)0.0002, 0.0880.0005, 0.066A-factor error (%)0.0002, 0.0880.0047, 0.62Z-factor error (%)6.6E−6, 0.00290.0002, 0.026Combined errors (%)0.00028, 0.130.0047, 0.62

### Quantifying a minor constituent with severe interference from a major constituent {#Sec21}

NIST microanalysis glass K2496, the spectrum of which is shown in Fig. [17](#Fig17){ref-type="fig"}a and whose composition is listed in Table [11](#Tab11){ref-type="table"}, features the interference of a major constituent Ba (concentration 0.4299 mass fraction) on a minor constituent Ti (concentration 0.0180 mass fraction) with a Ba/Ti mass concentration ratio of 23.9/1. The BaLα and TiKα peaks are separated by 41 eV, while the BaLβ3 and TiKβ peaks are separated by 4 eV. The results of *k*-ratio protocol analysis of seven replicates with DTSA-II are also presented in Table [11](#Tab11){ref-type="table"}, using elemental Ti and the mineral sanbornite (BaSi~2~O~5~) for Si and Ba as references and standards, with O calculated by assumed stoichiometry. After quantification with DTSA-II, the relative errors are less than 2.5 % for all measured constituents.Fig. 17**a** SDD-EDS spectrum of NIST microanalysis glass K2496 showing the Ba--Ti region of the spectrum around 4.5 keV (*red*), and the residual spectrum after fitting for Si, Ba, and Ti (*blue*). Beam energy 10 keV; dose 1000 nAs; spectrum integral 0.1--10 keV = 12.175 million counts; **b** The same measured spectrum but with fitting only for Si and Ba (*red*), revealing the low-level TiKα and TiKβ peaks in the residual spectrum (*blue*) (Color figure online)Table 11DTSA-II analysis of NIST microanalysis glass K2496: quantification of a minor constituent with interference from a major constituentParameterO (mass conc.)Si (mass conc.)Ti (mass conc.)Ba (mass conc.)Concentration (as-synthesized)0.32300.22910.01800.4299Concentration (average of 7 locations)0.31970.22560.01760.4371Relative error (%)−1.0−1.5−2.41.7*σ*0.000240.000280.000310.00058*σ* relative (%)0.080.131.80.13Error in kNA0.00010.00030.0007Rel err (%)0.0441.70.16Error in ZNA0.0000110.000000250.00000021Rel err (%)0.00490.00140.000048Error in ANA0.00150.00000390.000019Rel err (%)0.660.0220.0043Combined errorsNA0.00150.00030.00070.661.70.16

A reasonable question to ask is the following: If the analyst was not aware that Ti was actually present, could this information be discovered during the analytical process? Figure [16](#Fig16){ref-type="fig"}a also shows the residual spectrum after peak fitting revealing the nearly featureless background under the composite peaks. Figure [17](#Fig17){ref-type="fig"}b demonstrates that when peak fitting is performed without including a peak reference for Ti, the TiKα and TiKβ peaks can be recognized in the residuals. This example illustrates that comprehensive analysis of an unknown must be performed iteratively. In the first round, qualitative analysis first identifies with high confidence the major constituents and any well-resolved minor and trace constituents present. After peak fitting and quantitative analysis for those elements are performed, careful examination of the residual spectrum with those peaks stripped off may reveal previously unrecognized minor and trace constituents hidden under the higher intensity peaks. In the second round, the full analysis is then repeated, including the newly recognized minor/trace constituents. If inspection of the latest residuals reveals no new peaks, the analysis can be considered complete.

The residual spectrum can also be used to estimate limits of detection for trace constituents of interest, and the analytical strategy can be modified if necessary to lower the limit of detection by accumulating more counts.

### Quantifying a trace constituent with severe interference from a major constituent {#Sec22}

NIST microanalysis glass K873, the spectrum of which is shown in Fig. [18](#Fig18){ref-type="fig"} and whose composition is listed in Table [12](#Tab12){ref-type="table"}, features two examples of interference of a major constituent upon a trace constituent: Ba (concentration 0.219 mass fraction) on Ce (0.0041) (Ba/Ce = 53/1) and Si (0.115) on Ta (0.0041) (Si/Ta = 28/1). The BaLβ1 and CeLα peaks are separated by 12 eV, while the BaLβ2 and CeLβ1 peaks are separated by 106 eV. The SiKα falls between the TaMα (−30 eV) and the TaMβ (26 eV). The results of *k*-ratio protocol analysis of seven replicates with DTSA-II are also presented in Table [12](#Tab12){ref-type="table"}, using as standards elemental Mn and Ta, with sanbornite (BaSi~2~O~5~) for Si and Ba, Al~2~O~3~ for Al, CeO~2~ for Ce, PbTe for Pb, and with O calculated by assumed stoichiometry. The relative errors in the trace constituents are 20 % for Ce and −20 % for Ta, which might be further reduced by accumulating higher counts.Fig. 18**a** SDD-EDS spectrum of NIST microanalysis glass K873 (*red*) and the residual spectrum after fitting for all constituents (*blue*). Beam energy 15 keV; dose 22500 nAs; spectrum integral 0.1--15 keV = 74.17 million counts. **b** The same measured spectrum but with fitting excluded for Ta and Ce (*red*), revealing the low-level Ce L-family and Ta M-family peaks in the residual spectrum (*blue*) (Color figure online)Table 12DTSA-II analysis of NIST microanalysis glass K873: quantification of a trace constituent with interference from a major constituent: BaL on CeL (54/1) and SiK on TaM (28/1) \[9 analyses; all raw concentrations in mass fraction; mean of the raw total 1.0054\]ParameterO stoiAlSiMnGeBaCeTaPbConcentration synthesized0.25470.002650.11450.003160.17000.21940.004070.00410.2274Concentration (average of 8 locations)0.25560.003100.11510.002790.17280.22050.004890.003290.2282Relative error (%)0.37170.49−121.60.5020−200.34*σ*0.00040.0000330.000130.000150.000450.000130.000390.000090.00033*σ* relative (%)0.151.10.115.40.260.068.02.70.14Error in kNA3.3E−50.00010.00040.00010.00070.00080.00030.0004Rel err (%)1.10.085140.060.32161.60.18Error in ZNA1.5E−91.8E−63.1E−111E−54.8E−72.1E−103.2E−96.5E−6Rel err (%)0.00.00150.00.0060.000.000.000.00Error in ANA3.5E−77.5E−53.4E−80.00150.00025.4-84.5E−70.0004Rel err (%)0.0110.0640.00.870.000.000.000.18Combined errorsNA3.3E−50.00010.00040.00150.000720.00080.00030.000571.10.085140.870.33161.60.25

### Quantitative X-ray microanalysis of low atomic number elements {#Sec23}

Quantitative electron-excited X-ray microanalysis of the low atomic number elements, including C, N, O, and F that can only be measured with X-ray peaks whose energies fall below 1 keV, has presented a great challenge since the earliest years of the electron-excited X-ray microanalysis technique \[[@CR2]\]. When measured with wavelength-dispersive spectrometry, the low-energy photon peaks are subject to the so-called "chemical effects" manifested as shifts in the X-ray peak position and changes in peak shape that depend on chemical binding. These effects have been described in detail in the classic series of papers by Bastin and Heiligers \[[@CR26]\], who developed a "peak-shape" factor correction to compensate for chemical shifts that significantly affected fixed peak-channel WDS measurements. The low-Z spectrum measurement problem is further complicated by peak interferences that often arise from the L-, M-, and N-family X-rays of heavier elements that occur throughout this low photon energy range. Because of the significantly poorer spectral resolution of EDS compared to WDS and the consequent impact of interfering peaks, direct quantitative analysis of light elements by EDS has generally been avoided. For example, when a system is expected to be fully oxidized, which is often the case for ceramics, glasses, and minerals, the oxygen constituent is instead typically calculated by the method of assumed stoichiometry, i.e., the valence of each cation species is assumed, and the amount of oxygen is calculated according to the amount determined for the cation species.

SDD-EDS provides improved measurement sensitivity for photon energies below 1 keV compared to Si(Li)-EDS, and the stable, high-count SDD-EDS spectra can be used to directly measure and quantify the low atomic number elements. The analytical strategy that was employed included selection of a beam energy of 10 keV to provide access to the K-shell X-rays of the transition elements and the L-shell X-rays of higher atomic elements; a beam current to restrict the deadtime to approximately 10 % to minimize coincidence peaks; and a dose to provide spectra with approximately 10^7^ integrated counts. An example of the peak fitting in the low photon energy region (N K and Cr L) for Cr~2~N is shown in Fig. [19](#Fig19){ref-type="fig"}. Quantitative results for several materials containing low atomic number elements are presented in Tables [13](#Tab13){ref-type="table"} (carbides), [14](#Tab14){ref-type="table"} (nitrides), [15](#Tab15){ref-type="table"} (oxides), and [16](#Tab16){ref-type="table"} (fluorides). The accuracy is adequate to place the results within the ±5 % relative error envelope. The results demonstrate sufficient accuracy to confidently distinguish among compounds with similar amounts of the low atomic number species, e.g., Cr~3~C~2~, Cr~23~C~6~, and Cr~7~C~3~; SiO~2~ and SiO; and CuO and Cu~2~O.Fig. 19SDD-EDS spectrum of Cr~2~N (*red*) and residual spectrum (*blue*) after MLLS fitting: **a** full spectrum, **b** expanded to show the low photon energy region (Color figure online)Table 13SEM/SDD-EDS analysis of metal carbides (results in atom fractions)CarbideC idealC meanRelative error (%)*σ*Relative *σ* (%)Metal idealMetal meanRelative error (%)*σ*Relative *σ* (%)Cr~3~C~2~0.40000.3967−0.830.00290.730.60000.60330.550.00290.48Cr~7~C~3~0.30000.2961−1.30.00983.30.70000.70390.570.00981.4Cr~23~C~6~0.20690.206900.00391.90.79310.793100.00390.49Fe~3~C0.25000.2469−1.20.000850.350.75000.75310.420.000850.11Table 14SEM/SDD-EDS analysis of metal nitrides (results in atom fractions)NitrideN idealN meanRelative error (%)*σ*Relative *σ* (%)Metal idealMetal meanRelative error (%)*σ*Relative *σ* (%)TiN0.50000.50982.00.001560.30.50000.4902−2.00.001560.32VN0.30000.2961−1.30.00983.30.70000.70390.570.00981.4Cr~2~N0.33330.35015.10.0061.70.66670.6499−2.50.0060.93Fe~3~N0.25000.25732.90.006882.70.75000.7427−1.00.006880.90Table 15SEM/SDD-EDS analysis of metal oxides (results in atom fractions)OxideO idealO meanRelative error (%)*σ*Relative *σ* (%)Metal idealMetal meanRelative error (%)*σ*Relative *σ* (%)Al~2~O~3~0.60000.5905−1.60.000390.070.40000.40952.40.000390.1SiO~2~0.66670.6535−2.00.000330.050.33330.34654.00.000330.1SiO0.50000.4989−0.200.000330.070.50000.50110.200.000330.07Fe~2~O~3~0.60000.5988−0.200.000680.110.40000.40120.300.000680.17Cu~2~O0.33330.3250−2.50.00100.300.66670.67501.20.00100.15CuO0.50000.4868−2.60.00260.540.50000.51322.60.00260.51Table 16SEM/SDD-EDS analysis of fluorides (results in atom fractions); 7 replicatesFluorideF idealF meanRelative error (%)σRelative *σ* (%)Metal idealMetal meanRelative error (%)*σ*Relative *σ* (%)NaF0.50000.51432.90.000690.130.50000.4857−2.90.000690.14CaF~2~0.66670.66860.290.000740.110.33330.3314−0.570.000740.22SrF~2~0.66670.6611−0.830.000210.0320.33330.33891.70.000210.062BaF~2~0.66670.6527−2.10.001520.230.33330.34734.20.001520.44LaF~3~0.75000.76001.30.002830.370.25000.2400−4.00.002831.2

### Limits of detection {#Sec24}

Measurement of constituents at the trace level, arbitrarily defined as *C* \< 0.01 mass fraction, requires careful attention to the operating parameters of EDS, particularly the deadtime, which is a measure of the fraction of the real (clock) time during which the detector is occupied processing photons. EDS systems are capable of processing only one photon at a time. Because of the stochastic nature of photon production, when the system is busy processing the charge pulse created by the absorption of a photon in the detector, there exists a finite probability that a second photon will arrive at the detector and distort the measurement of the first photon, creating an artifact measurement consisting of the combination of the photon energies. While any two photons, e.g., characteristic and continuum, can participate in this coincidence process, the noticeable spectral distortions occur for coincidence of two characteristic peak photons (e.g., A + A or A + B), which can create an artifact peak that rises above the continuum background. For the Si(Li)-EDS, which operates with time constants in the range of 25--100 µs for optimum resolution, a pulse inspection function operates which can block such coincidence events that result in the loss of one or both photon events depending on the time spacing. The excluded events lead to a decreasing output count rate as the input count rate increases, eventually paralyzing the process as the deadtime increases to 100 %. At lower deadtime values, the "anti-coincidence" function excludes most artifact coincidence peaks and is typically effective to deadtime limits of approximately 30 % for Si(Li)-EDS. For the much faster SDD-EDS that operates with time constants of a few hundred nanoseconds, pulse inspection is less successful at blocking coincidence events. Figure [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} presents a series of SDD-EDS spectra measured at increasing deadtime from a complex glass with several major constituent peaks that form coincidence peaks in various combinations. For this particular combination of elements, concentrations and detector time constant coincidence becomes visibly significant above 15 % deadtime. The in-growth of coincidence peaks becomes noticeable across large regions of the otherwise featureless background, resulting in numerous artifact peaks, some of which correspond closely in energy to apparent trace constituents, e.g., AlK + CaKα ≈ VKα and SiK + CaKα ≈ CrKα. A conservative count rate that yields a deadtime of approximately 10 % or less is recommended to minimize coincidence artifacts that impact measurements at the trace level. Alternatively, some vendors provide post-acquisition deconvolution based on the observed peak count rates and a statistical model of coincidence.

Even with a conservative counting strategy, SDD-EDS can provide high-count spectra, e.g., integrated spectrum counts \>50 million, in practical counting times, e.g., 500 s, that reduce the minimum detectable limit well below a mass concentration of 0.001 (1000 parts per million). Figure [20](#Fig20){ref-type="fig"} shows an example for NIST glasses K496 and K497, which have nearly identical major constituents (O, Mg, Al, and P), while K497 also contains trace levels of a variety of elements. For the purpose of demonstration, the spectrum of K496 can serve as a measure of the continuum background under the measured trace element peaks in K497. The concentration limit of detection, *C*~DL~, can be estimated from the measured peak intensity, *N*~S,~ of a constituent of known or measured concentration, *C*~S~, and the intensity of the background under the peak, *N*~B~ \[[@CR2]\]:Fig. 20SDD-EDS spectrum of NIST microanalysis glasses K496 (*blue*) and K497 (*red*) (Color figure online)$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
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                \begin{document}$$ C_{\text{DL}} = \left[ {3\;N_{\text{B} }^{1/2} /\left( {N_{S} - N_{\text{B} } } \right)} \right]\;C_{\text{S} }. $$\end{document}$$

For the example shown in Fig. [20](#Fig20){ref-type="fig"}, Table [17](#Tab17){ref-type="table"} presents the *C*~DL~ for several trace constituents present in K497 as estimated from Eq. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}), all of which are below *C* = 0.0005 mass fraction (500 ppm).Table 17SDD-EDS limits of detection, C~DL~ for NIST microanalysis glass K497 (conditions: 500 s at 11 % deadtime; spectrum integral 0.1--15 keV = 87 million counts; *C* ~s~ = as-synthesized concentration) precision estimated from combined uncertainties in peak and backgroundElement*C* ~s~ (mass fraction)*C* ~DL~*C* ~DL~ (ppm)Ca0.001600.000041 ± 0.00000341 ± 3Ti0.002100.000052 ± 0.00000352 ± 3Fe0.002450.000072 ± 0.00000472 ± 4CeL0.006190.000149 ± 0.000009149 ± 9TaL0.008030.000329 ± 0.000030329 ± 30PbM0.009190.000254 ± 0.000013254 ± 13

For analysis of unknowns where the concentrations of trace constituents are returned, the limit of detection can be estimated from this value and the background in the residual spectrum under the trace peak. To estimate the limit of detection for an element not detected, the background in the appropriate portion of the original spectrum (when no interference occurs) or in the residual spectrum after peak fitting (where interference does occur) along with the intensity from a pure element or compound standard spectrum provide the necessary components of Eq. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}).

Summary {#Sec25}
=======

SEM/SDD-EDS has reached a level of performance that challenges EPMA/WDS, which is regarded as the "gold standard" of electron-excited X-ray microanalysis, for accuracy and precision even when severe peak interference occurs. Accuracy within ±5 % relative can be routinely achieved for major constituents (mass concentration *C* \> 0.1), even the low atomic number elements, ±10 % relative for minor constituents (0.01 ≤ *C* ≤ 0.1), and ±25 % relative for trace constituents from 0.001 to 0.01 mass fraction. Limits of detection as low as 0.0005 mass fraction can be achieved for most elements, even when severe peak interference occurs. Remarkably, SEM/SDD-EDS can achieve a given level of precision with a substantially lower dose, by a factor of 10--100, compared to EPMA/WDS, which is a critical issue when beam damage occurs.

However, to achieve SEM/SDD-EDS results at the level of EPMA/WDS, the analyst must be prepared to perform the careful measurement science of the *k*-ratio protocol, including careful attention to the surface preparation of unknowns and standards, which must be polished to eliminate relief above 50 nm rms. When the specimen deviates from the ideal flat, polished surface set at known angles to the beam and spectrometer, the action of geometric effects, including local surface inclination and thickness, can profoundly affect the accuracy of the analytical results. Since SEM/SDD-EDS can easily image specimens with extreme topography and obtain X-ray spectra from virtually any location that the beam can be placed, there is great temptation to perform quantitative analysis on these spectra, especially since the widespread use of standardless analysis with its inevitable normalization to 100 % hides the obvious effects of specimen topography. As a last cautionary example of the pitfalls of attempting to quantitatively analyze any EDS spectrum that can be recorded in an SEM image, consider the example of a fragment of the mineral pyrite (FeS~2~) shown in Fig. [21](#Fig21){ref-type="fig"}. The relative errors (after normalization to 100 %) and the raw analytical total obtained with the *k*-ratio protocol and DTSA-II are shown at various locations. While accurate analytical results can be obtained at certain locations in image, at most locations in the images, the deviations from the correct stoichiometry are severe. While the *k*-ratio protocol and matrix correction provide an important warning flag in the raw analytical total, the standardless analysis procedure would hide this vital clue. The errors inherent in such measurements of topographically rough objects can exceed the ideal flat specimen case by orders of magnitude, so great that the numerical values of elemental concentrations are of dubious value for solving most problems. This paper has sought to demonstrate that it does not have to be this way, and SEM/SDD-EDS can provide extremely credible and valuable analytical results to support advanced materials science providing that the analyst adheres to the *k*-ratio protocol and matrix corrections performed on a properly prepared flat polished specimen.Fig. 21Analysis of S and Fe at several locations on a fragment of pyrite, FeS~2~. The normalized mass concentrations, relative errors, and the raw unnormalized analytical total obtained following *k*-ratio protocol analyses with NIST DTSA-II (Fe and CuS standards) are indicated at selected locations (Everhart--Thornley detector SEM image)

Note: in this paper, the following arbitrary convention for broadly classifying the concentration range will be followed:"major," mass concentration *C* \> 0.1 (more than 10 wt%)"minor" 0.01 ≤ *C* ≤ 0.1 (1--10 wt%)"trace" *C* \< 0.01 (\<1 wt%).

Materials analyzed in this paper include NIST Standard Reference Materials, NIST microanalysis research materials (glasses), natural minerals, and stoichiometric compounds confirmed to be homogeneous on a micrometer lateral scale.
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Disclaimer {#d30e5396}
==========

Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identified in this paper to foster understanding. Such identification does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the materials or equipment identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
